ARNIE Selection Policy
For a publication to be eligible to be tagged ARNIE in DataSpecs® Governance Edition and be
accessible to the www.ARNIEdocs.info search function, the material must meet these
standards.
Types of materials eligible for online submission


Publications produced by, within, for, and about schools and districts that
report the results, methodology, or use of research, evaluation, and/or
assessment



Publications authored by research, evaluation, and/or assessment practitioners
within the schools and districts or equivalently credentialed professionals
associated with them or contracted by them.



Postsecondary practicum papers, theses, and dissertations, appropriately
directed by credentialed higher education sponsors, conducted in the schools
and districts.



Publications even if their findings are previously or later published in whole or
part in a professional journal or presented as professional conference papers
or proceedings



A journal article if its distribution does not violate the journal’s copyright and
its access through ARNIE will enhance its use by education practitioners



Any publication that meets the eligibility requirements for the annual AERA
Division H Publication Awards competition



ESPTiminars and accompanying papers

Types of materials not accepted through the online submission system


ARNIE is not a curriculum content sharing site. Lesson plans and references
should be shared on other sites.

All submitters must hold the copyright to the publication or be an authorized representative of
the publishing agency. Publications with multiple authors are accepted when one author or the
issuing agency submits the publication. Publications may be submitted by:


Individuals,



Organizations/Agencies, or



Publishers.

Submission requirements


All submitters using the online submission system must grant ARNIE rights to
distribute the full text of the submitted material to the public. The permission
to index and display the content, once granted, provides perpetual access to
the content for ARNIE users.




Full text of all pages of a document or article and indicated attachments or
tables should be provided or omissions noted.
The submitter is encouraged to provide an abstract.



The submitted publication should contain all identifying information (title of the
article or document, author(s) name, and date of publication, etc.) on the first
page or title page to ensure those who download copies receive everything.



If it applies, conference information should also appear on the first page
(conference organization, title, location, and dates).

